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Size: 2.8ha
Timeline: Design – 2015
Landscape construction – June 2018
Practical completion – October 2018
Cost: R2 million (softscaping)

APPLEGARTH ESTATE
Nestled on the slopes of the Hout Bay mountains, Applegarth housing development provides a modern approach to
connecting to its beautiful and natural surroundings. This boutique private estate comprises 30 houses on approximately
three hectares. Once a small subsistence farm, Applegarth maintains its rural atmosphere with a fertile greenbelt
dominating the middle of site and established trees standing throughout. Set on the sunny north-facing slopes above Hout
Bay, Applegarth is both accessible and private. It holds all the promise of the enviable rural Hout Bay lifestyle, while meeting
the demands of the modern urban family. Applegarth Estate was designed by TERRA + Landscape Architects and was
entered into the ILASA Awards of Excellence in 2019.

Site Information
During the design process, careful consideration
was given to the natural patterns of streams and
existing trees onsite and incorporating these into
the overall design was seen as imperative. The
buildings were carefully placed to allow for the
minimum disruption of the existing mature trees
and the maximum benefit of an internal green
space.
The Internal Space
The internal space, central to the overall design,
incorporates the rehabilitation of a wetland and
seep area and includes meandering paths allowing
total freedom to enjoy the natural surroundings.
The use of water was one of the key structuring
elements and drivers to the overall concept.
All circulation routes and hard-landscaped
elements were designed with the clear intention
to respond to the natural surroundings and
reflect the natural character of Hout Bay without
detracting from the modern inflection of the
architecture.
Natural stone paving and cladding elements were
incorporated using the colours and textures of
the mountain stone. These were placed as feature
elements to create moments of surprise and
delight in the development.
In addition to this, the plant and tree choices are
all in accordance with the intended uses of the
areas. Street verges are planted with a variety
of plants to give a seasonal quality and the
rehabilitated areas, planted with plants suitable to
the re-created conditions.

MEET THE TEAM
Landscape architects: TERRA+
(Project information – Ankia
Bormans)
Landscape contractor: Interplant
(Project information – Bruce De
Smidt)

All plants needed to be indigenous where possible,
with a strong preference to endemic species
where available.

Paving contractor: Civils 2000

The intention is that the user experiences the
development as integrated with nature, where the
pedestrian movement is given precedence and
where the overall design of both hard and soft
landscaping forms an synergistic whole.

Irrigation contractor: Interplant
Stone mason: Stoneage
Construction
Main contractor: Civils 2000
Architects: COA

Developer: Flagstone Property Developers
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The Overall Brief
TERRA+ Landscape Architects made up part of
the professional team and were responsible in
developing the overall soft and hard landscaping
for the entire estate.
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From the outset, the direct brief from Flagstone
Property Development was to preserve as
many of the existing trees and develop the
overall concept around the existing trees, as
well as make use of the storm-water onsite.
The initial layout was conceived together
with Bluegreen Environmental and Urban
Planners who were instrumental in driving the
environmental planning of the rehabilitated
water courses onsite. This was then developed
as the central “heart” of the open space of the
development. The water and existing trees were
the structuring elements of the overall design.
Materials were matched to suit the
surroundings, with the use of clay brick and
natural stone in both the roads and walls.
Lighting was incorporated in the benches to
create soft diffused light and limit light pollution
at night.
Flagstone Property Development is very
conscious of the water scarcity experienced in
the Western Cape, and homeowners onsite are
encouraged to treat municipal drinking water
accordingly. A borehole onsite will be used to
water the common landscaped areas, which
are planted in indigenous vegetation, and a
full reticulation system for borehole water is
included within the development to reduce
consumption of treated municipal water. All
erven will therefore have a separate connection
for borehole water, eventually- which is now
being used to irrigate gardens, all planted
with water-wise indigenous vegetation. The
houses do not currently have separate borehole
water connection, but the infrastructure could
be extended and used by the homeowners
for their own use once the landscaping is
sufficiently established.
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Landscape contractors
The 9,865m2 uniquely detailed landscape design
installed by the Interplant Team came with a
fair amount of challenges during its four month
installation.
The aim of the project from inception to
completion, and upon instruction from TERRA+,
was to maintain a light footprint onsite, adhering
to strict environmental control, minimal to
no use of chemical fertilisers to avoid water
contamination and to encourage and allow
nature to run its course as mirrored by the
carefully selected indigenous planting palette
chosen for its functional aspects and to suit the
local ecology.
The bulk of defined landscaping areas were
skilfully designed over stormwater reno
mattresses, minimising the use of unsightly
concrete stormwater management devices.
This allowed indigenous vegetation to filter,
direct and slow stormwater throughout the site
with a precipitous gradient. This resulted in a
tricky planting process on clay slopes, picking
the gaps for planting between the reno mattress
packed rock, and the correct use and installation
of soil saver which worked extremely well,
allowing plugs the needed time and moisture to
secure the slopes with minimal erosion.
The installation included a roof top garden
to hide the estate entrance from spoiling the
sweeping views of the mountain range which
included a specialised light-weight soil mix
specially ordered from Master Organics, and the
installation of deck drain and bidim to assist with
drainage from the roof garden.
A mix of Osteospermum fruticosum, Elegia
tectorum, Helichrysum pandurifolium and

Pelargonium capitatum made for a quick covering
shroud which absorbed the estate entrance
beautifully into the landscape.

SUPPLIERS
Paving:
Inca Concrete – 021 904 1620
Corobrik – 031 560 3111

Quite possibly the largest dilemma was sourcing
some of the unique plants that the design called
for, such as Psoralea pinnata, P. repens, Berzelia
lanuginosa, Isolepis cernua and a range of Fecinia
species. Happily, some local hidden gems such
as Good Hope Gardens Nursery and Fynbos Life
came to our aid, supplying and growing a few of
the elusive species.

LED strip lights:
Lights by Linea – 021 511 6116
Fencing:
Alcape Fencing – 021 797 0880
Timber supplier:
African Lumber – 021 931 0565

As part of the initial site clearance, all exotic
felled trees were chipped and used as a very
effective mulch on completion across the site,
which gave the tiny plugs time to establish,
trapping moisture and keeping weed competition
at bay. This made general maintenance of the
site far easier with minimal weeding required in
the first three months. The garden areas were
also minimally disturbed, while weeding with
little use of forks so as to not damage the roots
of the planting. All irrigation was installed by our
in-house team, and provided adequate moisture
through impact sprayers and Hunter MP nozzles.
One of our maintenance challenges was good
moisture management, as the clay-based soils
caused some issues with the Leucadendron and
Leucospermum species, and on a whole, the
landscape required far less water than normally
applied, given the plant selection, soil type,
micro climate and water channelling motion of
the design.

Irrigation:
Interplant – 021 447 1369
Product: Rainbird
Stone walls:
Stone Age Construction –
021 875 5604
Nurseries:
Shadowlands Nursery –
021 903 0050
Nonke Plants – 021 887 6972
Trees:
TreeCo – 082 829 5543
TreesSA – 021 842 0003
Veld and Fynbos – 082 877 9838
Fertiliser:
Master Organics – 021 396 1066
Reliance Compost – 086 188 8784

The end result is a uniquely charming, texturallyorientated fynbos garden that urges exploration
and discovery through the rustic winding
pathways of the central stormwater spine, from
the top of the estate to the bottom.
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ABOUT TERRA+
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
TERRA+ was
founded in 2012
by Ankia Bormans,
a registered
Landscape Architect. TERRA+ is a
Landscape Architect practice that works
independently and in collaboration with
other landscape architects and various
disciplines to ensure that projects are
environmentally responsible, resilient
and sustainable. TERRA+ offers the
ability to deal with projects ranging
from masterplan development, both
urban and rural, right down to landscape
architectural design.
ABOUT INTERPLANT
Established
in 2008, our
management
team has a combined experience in the
field of landscaping in excess of 30 years,
gained with some of South Africa’s leading
firms and on some large and prestigious
contracts. We are members of SALI
(South African Landscapers Institute)
and the Cape Town Green Forum. In
the time we have been in business, we
have successfully completed landscaping
projects throughout the Western Cape.

